A novel coronavirus (CoV) has been isolated and identified as the cause of the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS),[@BIB1] for which there is currently no effective treatment. The SARS CoV genome sequence has been recently published.[@BIB2] The structure of the main proteinase, essential for SARS CoV replication, can be deduced from its similarity (43% sequence identity) to the X-ray crystallography structure of the proteinase from the porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV), also a coronavirus.[@BIB3]

Anand et al., who solved the structure of the TGEV proteinase (PDB code: 1lvo),[@BIB4] have produced a model for the SARS CoV proteinase (PDB code: 1p9t and 1pa5) using the former as a template. In addition, they propose a drug discovered to treat the common cold, AG7088, as a good starting point for SARS CoV inhibition. AG7088 by itself has failed to inhibit the SARS CoV in vitro.[@BIB5] Here, using simulations, we show that HIV-1 protease inhibitors may provide better starting points than AG7088 for inhibition of the SARS CoV proteinase.

Our computational simulation approaches use molecular dynamics (MD) and docking techniques, and have been applied to calculate the binding affinities of HIV-1 protease mutants and their inhibitors.[@BIB6] The affinities have then been used to predict resistance/susceptibility for 1800 HIV-1 protease mutants/inhibitor combinations with greater than 90% accuracy. In a similar fashion, we have calculated the binding affinities of a variety of known HIV-1 protease inhibitors to the TGEV main proteinase.

Docking calculations were carried out using AutoDock version 3.0.5, with the Larmarckian genetic algorithm (LGA).[@BIB7] Since the structures of the TGEV and SARS CoV proteinases--inhibitor complexes have not been obtained, we therefore first performed preliminary docking experiments to identify the potential binding sites of the inhibitors by generating a grid box that is big enough to cover the entire surface of the protein. Docking runs were set to 100 to allow AutoDock to exhaustively find the potential binding sites of each inhibitor. The first ranked docking solution showed that all inhibitors bound to the substrate binding site of the TGEV and SARS proteinases.

The protein--inhibitor complexes derived from the preliminary docking step were then immersed in TIP3-water shell and all atoms were allowed to relax using MD simulation. MD simulations were carried out with the NAMD software version 2.5b1[@BIB8] using the X-PLOR force field. [@BIB9] One hundred steps of energy minimization of the protein--inhibitor--water complex were initially performed, followed by 0.1 picoseconds (ps) MD simulation at 300 K, with an atom-based shifted distance-dependent dielectric constant, ε=4r; a switch function on van der Waals interaction, and a time step of 1 femtosecond (fs). The nonbonded interaction list was updated every 20 time steps. The van der Waals interactions were truncated at a distance of 12 Å. The simulations were repeated with four different starting seeds. The trajectories at 0.1 ps, were recorded and processed in the second docking step.

To calculate the binding affinities of each inhibitor, the 3D affinity grid box was created using the sulphur atom of the cysteine residue of the catalytic dyad (Cys 144 in TGEV proteinase and Cys 145 in SARS proteinase) as a grid center. The number of grid points in the *x*-, *y*-, *z*-axes was 100×100×100 with grid points separated by 0.375 Å. Docking calculations were set to 100 runs. At the end of the calculation, AutoDock performed cluster analysis. Docking solutions with ligand all-atom root mean square deviation (RMSD) within 1.0 Å of each other were clustered together and ranked by the lowest energy representative. The lowest-energy solution was accepted as the calculated binding energy. The inhibitory constant (*K* ~i~) was calculated from the final docked energy according to Hess\'s law and used to define the binding affinity of the inhibitors. More details of our MD and docking protocols are available elsewhere.[@BIB6]

[Figure 1](#FIGGR1){ref-type="fig"} lists our predicted binding affinities of 28 known inhibitors of HIV-1 protease as well as the compound proposed by Anand et al., to the TGEV proteinase structure. Of the 29 compounds evaluated, the inhibitor AG7088 is ranked 24th with low predicted binding affinity. On the other hand, several HIV-1 protease inhibitors bind to the substrate binding site of the TGEV proteinase with higher affinity. The structural similarity among these inhibitors can be categorized into two groups: The first group includes inhibitors that resemble the cyclic urea HIV-1 protease inhibitor, that is L-700,417, XK2, LDC, LGZ and DMP. The second group includes those molecules that mimic the peptide backbone conformation, that is, TPV, INU, 1IN, IDV, NFV and LPV. An identical ranking of binding affinities for the inhibitors is obtained if different random starting seeds for the simulations are used.Figure 1Predicted binding affinities of 29 compounds to the TGEV proteinase. The calculated binding energies are converted into inhibitory constants (*K*~i~) to give a measure of the binding affinities (the lower the *K*~i~ the greater the binding affinities). AG7088, shown in orange, is the inhibitor proposed by the authors of the model of the SARS CoV proteinase.[@BIB3] The compound with the highest binding affinity is L-700,417, shown in green.

[Figure 2](#FIGGR2){ref-type="fig"} compares the predicted binding modes of the TGEV proteinase to the inhibitor proposed by Anand et al., ([Fig. 2a](#FIGGR2){ref-type="fig"}, in orange) and the inhibitor predicted to have the highest binding affinity ([Fig. 2b](#FIGGR2){ref-type="fig"}, in green). The figures show that the AG7088 inhibitor is predicted to partially fit into the binding pocket that the substrate would occupy, whereas the inhibitor with the highest binding affinity, L-700,417 (VAC),[@BIB10] mimics the substrate binding mode very well.Figure 2Comparison of the predicted binding modes of the TGEV proteinase and its putative inhibitors: (a) depicts the binding mode of the inhibitor, AG7088, proposed by Anand et al., to the TGEV proteinase structure; (b) depicts the binding mode of the inhibitor L-700,417 (VAC)[@BIB10] predicted to have the highest affinity using the molecular dynamics simulation and docking techniques.[@BIB6] The AG7088 inhibitor only partially fits into the binding pocket that the substrate would occupy, whereas the inhibitor with the highest binding affinity, L-700,417, mimics the substrate binding mode very well.

L-700,417 is a pseudo *C* ~2~ symmetry molecule ([Fig. 3](#FIGGR3){ref-type="fig"} ), composed of benzyl (P1) and hydroxyaminoindan (P2) groups on each side of the molecule with one hydroxyl group at the center ([Fig. 3](#FIGGR3){ref-type="fig"}). AutoDock arranges the hydroxyaminoindan (P2) and the benzyl group (P1′) into S1 and S2 specificity pockets of the TGEV proteinase, respectively, while the P2′ group is inserted into an antiparallel β-sheet that is formed by residues 164--167 and 186--191. Several intermolecular hydrogen bonds are formed between L-700,417 and the enzyme. The carbonyl oxygen (O15 and O36) of the inhibitor form hydrogen bonds to Nε atom of His 41 and to the amide nitrogen of Glu 165, respectively. A water molecule (W681) that is in between the hydroxyl oxygen (O22) of the indanol amide of the inhibitor and the amide nitrogen of Glu 165 forms a hydrogen bridge to the protein as well as the inhibitor. An additional hydrogen bond is formed between the hydroxyl oxygen (O70) of the indanol amide to the amide nitrogen of residue Ser 189.Figure 3Chemical structures of AG7088 and L-70,417 (VAC).

In contrast to L-700,417, AG7088 ([Fig. 3](#FIGGR3){ref-type="fig"}) has poor hydrogen bonding to the substrate binding site. The *p*-fluorobenzyl group is placed in the S1 subsite and the lactone derivative of glutamine is pointed into S2 subsite. The remaining parts of AG7088 'float' above the binding pocket surface with no hydrogen bond formation to the adjacent residues.

We use the TGEV proteinase structure here primarily for illustration purposes, since the substrate binding mode has been elucidated in detail by the crystallographers.[@BIB4] However, similar results were also obtained when theoretical models of SARS CoV proteinase (PDB codes 1p9t and 1pa5) were considered.

The experimental observation that AG7088 has been shown to not bind with high affinity to the SARS CoV proteinase[@BIB5] is in concordance with our predictions. Further, Anand et al, do not claim that AG7088 as is would work in the case of SARS CoV proteinase (in fact, they only claim that "it will be a very good starting point").[@BIB3] This study illustrates that other compounds, for instance L-700,417, may be better starting points to enable discovery of anti-SARS drugs, as well as the utility of computational modelling in evaluating the binding affinities for novel targets and compounds.
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